
ECHO Incorporated has been a 
worldwide leader in the development 
and manufacture of professional-
grade, hand-held outdoor power 
equipment for both the commercial 
and homeowner markets. The company 
prides itself on setting the industry 
standard with its dedication to new 
technology and quality products.

Escalade Sports is a distributor of sport 
and outdoor recreational equipment. 
Leaders in their respective categories, 
Escalade Sports’ brands include Bear 
Archery, STIGA® Table Tennis, Accudart®, 
Unicorn® darting, Onix Sports, Goalrilla®, 
Silverback® residential in-ground 
basketball systems, the STEP® fitness 
products, and Woodplay® premium playsets.

America’s #1 propane tank exchange 
brand, Blue Rhino, is offered at more 
than 45,000 retail stores. Blue Rhino 
is more than propane, they offer 
a full line of products for outdoor 
living including: gas and wood burning 
fireplaces, electric and gas heaters, 
and log hoops.

Bose® is one of the largest and best-
known audio technology developers and 
product manufacturers in the United 
States and throughout the world. Bose is 
known for home entertainment systems 
and speakers, premium automotive 
music systems, noise reducing headsets 
for consumers and pilots and sound for 
public spaces and musicians.

Onward Manufacturing Company offers 
a complete line of gas grills, smokers, 
and grilling accessories.  Since 1906, 
Onward has been manufacturing 
quality hardware products in North 
America, including brands such as Broil 
King, Huntington, and Grill Pro.

Briggs & Riley is the international 
brand of luggage and business cases 
whose focus is making sure travelers 
are equipped with a durable product 
required for today’s travel realities. 
With every bag made backed by a 
“Simple as that®” lifetime warranty, 
which even covers airline damage, it’s 
no wonder travelers are nothing short 
of fanatical about their bags.

The CL Bailey Company is a leading 
supplier of quality home recreation 
products such as pool tables, billiard 
accessories, and game room furniture 
to a nationwide network of retailers 
and specialty stores. These products 
are successfully marketed through 
the popular C.L. Bailey, Level Best, and 
Winslow Game Room Furniture brands.

Coach is a modern American luxury 
brand with a rich heritage rooted in 
quality and craftmanship. All over the 
world, the Coach name is synonymous 
with the ease and sophistication of 
New York style.



Polaris is among the global sales 
leaders for off-road vehicles and 
has established a presence in the 
heavyweight cruiser and touring 
motorcycle market with the Victory® 
and Indian Motorcycle® brands.

Ricardo Beverly Hills attributes its 
success to a dedication to designing 
fresh, unique, and innovative luggage 
collections. It is one of the largest 
luggage companies in the United States 
and continues to create smart and 
fashionable luggage that offers lasting 
quality and real value. Their family of 
brands includes RBH, Ricardo Beverly 
Hills, Skyway, and Stephanie Johnson.

Generac was the first to engineer 
affordable home standby generators 
and is now the #1 manufacturer of 
home backup generators. Generac also 
pioneered the residential power 
washer category, putting the power 
to clean into the hands of homeowners.

Human Touch is the leading provider 
of high-quality innovative lifestyle 
products and massage chairs. Their 
state-of-the-art products contain 
patented massage systems that 
replicate techniques used by massage 
professionals, thereby helping to 
reduce tension and pain caused by 
today’s hectic lifestyles.

Over 40 years ago Life Fitness helped 
define the modern fitness experience 
with the Lifecycle® Exercise Bike. It 
brought a new way of working out and 
helped Life Fitness become the most 
recognized name in health clubs. Life 
Fitness’ full line of equipment has grown 
to include innovative cardiovascular 
and strength training machines.
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MTD Consumer Products is the leading 
global manufacturer of outdoor power 
equipment. MTD has earned a reputation 
for excellence in quality and service, 
was founded in 1932, and their family of 
brands include Cub Cadet®, Remington®, 
Troy-Bilt®, and Yard Machines.

Lodge is family owned and the sole 
manufacturer of cast iron cookware 
in US, producing over 120 different 
foundry seasoned cast iron items 
for worldwide gourmet, outdoor and 
restaurant markets. Since 1986, Lodge 
has been making the cookware you love.


